
Remote-Control Setup Tips
Your TETRIX MAX robot is controlled by a standard 2.4 
GHz remote control and an accompanying receiver 
mounted to the robot. Transmitters are connected 
to specific receivers, allowing multiple transceiver 
combinations to be used in the same area. 

Transmitter and Receiver Connection Procedure
The wireless gamepad transmitter must be linked to the receiver with a unique ID code in order to function properly. To do 
this, follow these steps.

1. Make sure the transmitter is switched OFF.

2. Install four AA batteries in the transmitter. Connect the battery pack to the receiver; the red LED will be 
flashing.

3. Press the CONNECT button on the side of the receiver. The red LED will change to a rapid flashing rate.

4. Switch the power slide switch on the transmitter ON.

5. Press and hold down the transmitter’s CONNECT push button.

6. The red LED on the receiver will stop flashing. Release the transmitter’s CONNECT button.

7. The transmitter and receiver are now connected and ready for operation.

The transmitter might require periodic adjustment. Located next to each joystick are trimmer wheels used to adjust the 
neutral position of each channel. Trim each channel by moving the wheel until no movement of the servo occurs when the 
joystick is in the neutral position.

The direction of movement for servos might change due to servo positioning. To change the direction of movement, 
use a small screwdriver to change the position of the NOR/REV switches on the transmitter. Caution: Do not use a pencil 
to adjust the NOR/REV switch position. The material used for pencil lead conducts electricity and could damage your 
controller.
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Warning: Do not connect the MAX 12 VDC power supply 
directly to the wireless receiver. The 12 VDC power supply must 
be connected to the TETRIX R/C Motor Controller and then 
routed from the motor controller to the wireless receiver via the 
three-wire leads marked Fwd/CH1 and Turn/CH2. See the basic 
power circuit diagram on the next page.
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TETRIX R/C Motor Controller Wiring Diagram

TIP:  It is very important that the red and black wires 
from the switch and battery are connected correctly to 
the TETRIX R/C Motor Controller. The red wire must be 
connected to the terminal labeled B+, and the black wire 
must be connected to the terminal labeled B-.

Detail

Resources
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Robot Relay Race Time: _____

What design changes could be made to enhance the performance of your robot?

What technical skills did you learn in this activity (for example, building, wiring, and designing)?

What nontechnical skills did you learn in this activity (for example, teamwork and communication)?

Objective Achievements Issues and Concerns
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Engineering Journal Worksheet Wave the Flag

Activity Overview
In this activity, you will learn about pivot points and 
integrate a servo motor into your robot to create a 
pivot point capable of waving a flag. After building 
the robot, you will conduct a relay race through the 
maze while using the flag on your robot to mark 
various stages of the race. Let’s begin!

Robotics Jargon
pivot: the point on which something rests and 
rotates
range of motion: the degree of movement possible 
from a joint
servo: an electromechanical device that provides 
rotational power to robot parts that pivot

Materials Needed
• TETRIX MAX R/C Robotics Set

• Completed RangerMAX Bot

• Stopwatch

• Race course (maze from Activity 1)

• Printed materials:

• Remote-Control Setup Tips 

• TETRIX MAX R/C Motor Controller Wiring Diagram

• “Wave the Flag” engineering journal worksheet

Building the Robot
In this activity, you will become accustomed to working with servos by using 
a single servo to create a flag-waving attachment that will be added to the 
RangerMAX Bot you built in Activity 1.

Follow the step-by-step building instructions for the flag-waving attachment.
Note: All servo motors come with a plastic 
servo horn on them. Remove these plastic 
horns and replace them with the metal 
horns that come with the TETRIX MAX 
R/C Robotics Set. The plastic horns can be 
disposed of or used with robotics sets and 
electronics other than the TETRIX MAX 
building system. 
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Step 1

Finished assembly should look like this.

Parts Needed

1x
180° Standard-Scale HS-485HB

Servo Motor 39197

1x
Single Standard-Scale Servo Motor 

Bracket 39060

6x
Kep Nut 39094

8x
Socket Head Cap Screw

6-32 x 5/16" 39098

6x
Button Head Cap
Screw 3/8" 39111

1x
Flat 160 mm x 27 mm 

39272

1x
Servo Horn

Attachment Screw

1x
Servo Mount Horn 39020
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Step 1.0

Step 1.1

TIP:  This step uses Button 
Head Cap Screw 3/8" (39111).
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Step 1.2

Step 1.3
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Step 1.4

Step 1.5

TIP:  When the servo is in 
neutral position, the flag will 
be vertical. See page 133 for 
instructions on how to set the 
servo to neutral position.
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Step 1.6

Finished assembly
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Time to show what you know! 
Get your racing shoes on and locate the robot maze from Activity 1. In this 
activity, you and your fellow teammates will conduct a relay race using the flag as 
an indicator for various stages of the race.

Select the order of drivers for your team. Before the race begins, the flag will be in 
a vertical position. The first driver will lower the flag to begin the race through the 
maze. When the first driver finishes the maze, he or she will raise the flag again to 
signal he or she has finished and is ready for a driver switch. The next driver will 
begin the next run by lowering the flag, navigating the maze, and raising the flag 
again when finished. This will continue until the last driver has completed his or 
her run.

Timing starts when the first driver lowers the flag and ends when the last driver 
raises the flag. The team with the fastest time wins this challenge. 

Be sure to record your time on the “Wave the Flag” engineering journal 
worksheet.




